To:

GENERAL COMMITTEE

Meeting Date:
03/06/2018

Subject:

Riverside Dam Class
Environmental Assessment –
Study Completion

Report No: 18-016 (CD)

From:

Scott MacDonald, Project Engineer

File No: T-04-060-RI

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT Report 18-016 (CD), regarding the Riverside Dam Class
Environmental Assessment, be received;
AND THAT Council authorizes Staff to finalize the Class Environmental
Assessment Project File including authorization for staff to post the
Notice of Study Completion for the 30-day review period;
AND FURTHER THAT Council approve of initiating the Detailed Design
of the Preferred Alternative in 2018, if there are no requests for a Part II
review received by the Minister of Environment and Climate Change.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose
•

•
•
•

Inform Council that the Project Team has completed the additional work
required to finish the Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) for
Riverside Dam as outlined in Report 17-075 D&I.
Provide information to Council on the recent findings from this additional work.
Present the preferred alternative, which is to Naturalize the Speed River, to
Council.
Request Council’s authorization to finalize the Project File and post the Notice
of Study Completion for the 30-day review period.

Key Findings
•

A Municipal Class EA to study the Riverside Dam and determine a

•

•
•
•
•

management alternative has been completed
Additional work completed in 2017 included Stakeholder Workshops, Structural
Inspection, Indigenous Community Consultation, and a fourth Public
Information Centre
An initial long-list of eight alternatives was short-listed to four alternatives, two
of which were most preferred; Rebuild the Dam or Naturalize the Speed River
Through the Class EA evaluation process Naturalize the Speed River has been
selected as the preferred alternative
Upon completion of the study, the Notice of Study Completion will be posted
and the Project File will be available for review for 30 days
As part of implementing the preferred alternative for this project, the City will
continue to consult with stakeholders and the public

Financial Implications
•

There is no direct financial impact if Council authorizes staff to finalize the
Class EA Study and approves starting the detailed design. Existing capital
accounts are in place to implement the preferred alternative.

BACKGROUND
On June 27, 2017 Report 17-075 D&I was received at General Committee which
outlined additional work required to complete the Riverside Dam Class EA study. This
current report is to inform Council that the additional work has been completed and to
provide new information obtained from this additional work. A preferred alternative has
been selected by the Project Team and is presented in this report.
This section provides a review of the Riverside Dam Class EA study. More details can
be found in the Executive Summary of the Environmental Study Report (ESR),
prepared by the City’s Consultant (Amec Foster Wheeler), attached as Appendix A.
Initiation of the Riverside Dam Class EA
•
•
•

•

Riverside Dam is structurally in poor condition and in need of management
In 2008-09, in the absence of any other willing party, the City assumed
responsibility for making needed repairs to the dam
In 2011 the City initiated the Riverside Dam Class EA, as a condition of a permit
issued by the Ministry of Natural Resources in 2008 to complete the emergency
repairs, to determine an ultimate management alternative for the Dam
AMEC (now Amec Foster Wheeler) was retained in 2011 to complete the Class
EA within the Preston study area (Figures ES-1.1 & 1.2, Appendix A) to assess
management alternatives and determine a preferred alternative for the dam
through technical studies in consultation with public and agency stakeholders

Problem & Opportunity Statement
The Riverside Dam is well over 100 years old and well beyond its design life. Structural
assessments (2009, 2014, 2017) have determined that various components of the dam
are in poor condition with potential for failure in the short-term. Given the age of the
structure, its location in a natural watercourse, adjacency to Riverside Park, and its
popularity with the public, the future management of the Riverside Dam must consider
several constraints and opportunities related to safety, riverine processes, flooding,
cultural heritage, natural habitat, public uses and aesthetics.
The Preferred Alternative must address the Problem while balancing study area
constraints and opportunities, in order to best meet the needs of the various stakeholder
groups invested in the Riverside Dam.
Summary of Consultation
•
•
•
•
•

Notice of Project Commencement was posted on April 3, 2012
Four Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) meetings and four Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC) meetings were held
Four Public Information Centres (PICs) were held
Consultation with agencies was an ongoing part of the Study
Indigenous Communities were consulted

Alternative Assessment and Comparison
•

•

•
•
•

Through consultation, the initial long-list of eight alternatives was screened down
to a short-list of alternatives which included; rebuild riverside dam, naturalize the
Speed River, construct in-stream rock structures, offline dam/naturalize hybrid
option along with a do nothing alternative
The short-listed alternatives were compared against each other using selected
criteria related to impacts and opportunities generated by the alternatives within
four (4) environments: Functional Environment, Natural Environment, Social
Environment, and Economic Environment
The two most preferred alternatives were to rebuild the dam and naturalize the
Speed River
In general, the naturalize the Speed River alternative was preferred from the
functional, natural and economic environment perspectives
Rebuild the dam was preferred from a social environment perspective

Review of Recent Activities
a) Stakeholder Workshops - May & June 2017:
• Two workshops were conducted to provide Stakeholders some clarity around the
selection of alternatives and the evaluation process and an opportunity for
Stakeholders to provide input on the alternatives, criteria and ranking

•

•

The high-level outcomes from the workshops include:
 GRCA, Region and MNRF did not participate in the ranking exercise
 Good consensus for most criteria
 Some mixed opinions on boating, fishing , liability and tourism
 Overall ranking was to naturalize the Speed River
 Overall ranking with tourism as an evaluation criteria was to rebuild
the dam but without tourism was to naturalize the Speed River
The Project Team’s discussion around the merits of including tourism was not
able to reach a clear understanding on how tourism could be quantified and
measured and in the end tourism was not used as an evaluation criteria

b) Structural Inspection – August 2017:
• A structural inspection of the dam determined:
 There was further deterioration since the last inspection in 2014
 The control structures in particular were in a worsening condition
 Debris build up needs to be addressed.
 Failure remains imminent
 Recommended that inspections should be completed every six months
c) Indigenous Communities Consultation – September 2017:
• Meetings took place with Six Nations of the Grand River (SNGR) and with
Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation (MNCFN)
• The Haudenosaunee Development Institute (HDI) was contacted for a meeting
but a meeting was not convened
• SNGR and MNCFN provided verbal support for the naturalize alternative
d) Public Information Centre #4 – November 29, 2017:
• A formal presentation of the recommended preferred solution was delivered by
the City’s Consultant followed by questions from the floor answered by the
Project Team
• In general the majority of attendees at the PIC were in favour of rebuilding the
dam, however comments received from the public after the PIC were split
between those favouring rebuilding the dam (14) and those favouring the
naturalize alternative (9)
• A summary of the consultation for PIC #4 including the consultant’s FAQs,
questions and answers during the PIC and subsequent comments received is
attached in Appendix B.
Stakeholder Perspectives
The participating TAC agencies and SAC stakeholders were asked to provide their
perspective on the short-listed alternatives. Table 1 summarizes the perspectives
received by the Project Team.

Table 1 – Stakeholder Perspectives
Stakeholder and
Preferred Alternative
N – Naturalize

Stakeholder Comments

R – Rebuild the Dam

* - Neutral

MNRF

N

Supports decommissioning of the dam from a natural
environment and public safety perspective

GRCA

N

Is supportive of the alternative to naturalize the Speed River
as this addresses the Class EA problem statement

CEAC

N

Strongly supports naturalization of the Speed River

SNGR

N

Six Nations of the Grand River (SNGR) provided verbal
support of the Naturalization alternative

MNCFN

N

Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation (MNCFN)
provided verbal support of the Naturalization alternative

Save the
Dam

R

Believe Riverside Park Dam and Mill Pond are a municipal
heritage asset with economic, social and recreational benefit
to the entire community and are worthy of restoration and
development for future generations

Preston
Town
Centre BIA

R

Passionate about their stand on the Mill Pond being retained;
the EA report indicated the dam can’t be repaired therefore
Preston Town Centre want the dam to be replaced

Region of
Waterloo

*

Has no fundamental disagreement with naturalizing the
Speed River. It is noted that the removal of the dam and the
naturalization of the upstream portion of the river with riffle
areas would provide natural aeration of the water

MHAC

*

Noted that all options require removal of the existing dam
structure

Ancient
Mariners
Canoe Club

*

Supports relocating the Riverside Dam upstream which
partially satisfies a lot of the Stakeholder’s desired criteria,
but as users of the river, Naturalization is a perfectly
acceptable choice as well

Note: Other Stakeholders that were involved in the meetings and/or workshops did
not provide their perspective to the Project Team.

Preferred Alternative
Based on the information obtained throughout the Study and the alternative
evaluation process, the Project Team is recommending Naturalize the Speed River
(Naturalize) as the preferred alternative for the following reasons:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder Workshop engagement established the Naturalize alternative as the
first or second choice amongst those participating, resulting in it having the
highest ranking
All agencies, including GRCA, MNRF, and Region of Waterloo, supported the
Naturalize alternative
City’s Environmental Advisory Committee (CEAC) also expressed strong support
for the Naturalize alternative
Indigenous Communities of Six Nations of the Grand River and Mississaugas of
the New Credit First Nation both preferred Naturalize over other alternatives
The Naturalize alternative was ranked consistently higher than all other under the
Natural / Functional Environments
The life cycle cost associated with the Naturalize alternative is significantly lower
than the rebuild alternative
Naturalize significantly reduces the City’s short and long-term liability
The Naturalize alternative aligns closely with the City’s Strategic Plan as it
applies to the environment, rivers and infrastructure

Regardless of preferred alternative, additional public consultation opportunities exist:
•
•

To honour and respect the role of the Riverside Dam in the formation of Preston
and the surrounding community through various means
To strategically repurpose the additional nearshore riparian lands in Riverside
Park for community and overall system enhancements

ANALYSIS
Strategic Alignment:
PLACE: To take care of, celebrate and share the great features in Cambridge that we
love and mean the most to us.
Goal #4 - Environment and Rivers
Objective 4.1 Ensure that sustainability principles are a part of city decision- making
processes.
The preferred alternative to Naturalize the Speed River aligns closely with many of the
Strategic Plan’s goals and objectives. In particular the preferred alternative is very
closely aligned with the goal of celebrating the City’s rivers and the objective of using
sustainability principles in City decision making. Naturalizing the river celebrates the

beauty and natural diversity that rivers provide throughout the City. A naturalized river is
the most sustainable alternative from an economic and environmental perspective as
there are no on-going economic or environmental costs.
The preferred alternative aligns with other objectives, including:
•
•
•
•

Objective 4.2 Encouraging innovative approaches to address environmental
challenges
Objective 4.3 Working with our partners to educate the public and help make
changes to improve and protect our natural heritage features
Objective 4.4 Manage city resources in a responsible and sustainable manner,
considering future needs and resiliency and community adaptation, and
Objective 5.2 Increasing community participation in the ongoing care of our
parks, natural spaces and environmental areas

The Riverside Dam Class EA is a comprehensive and thorough study that provides the
information needed to understand the constraints and opportunities associated with the
future of Riverside Dam. Technical studies, consultation with stakeholders, regulators
and the public, and in-depth evaluations of various management alternatives has led to
a preferred alternative being put forward that addresses the Problem and Opportunity
Statement and aligns with many of the goals and objectives of the City’s Strategic Plan.

Comments:
The Class EA process is required for proposed municipal infrastructure projects to
consider the different environments that a project will impact. The Riverside Dam Class
EA Study has considered the natural, physical, social and economic environments that
will be affected by the management alternative selected to address the problem
statement. The preferred alternative to naturalize the Speed River has been selected
after extensive consultation with stakeholders, the public and agencies, and the
completion of a number of technical studies. The Project Team has used the information
obtained to complete an evaluation on the impact the short-listed alternatives have on
the four environments, and naturalizing the river has the most benefits.
Benefits of naturalizing the Speed River include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced flooding of park, particularly in spring
Improved stream stability, no need to manually manipulate sediment build-up
Continuous fish passage and improved aquatic health and fisheries diversity
Reduced water temperature and better water quality
Eliminated need for portage by boaters

Benefits (continued):
•
•
•

Improved public safety and reduced municipal liability
Lower Capital and Operations and Maintenance costs
Opportunity to repurpose the additional nearshore lands for community and
overall system enhancement; requires additional consultation with the public

Mitigation for impacts to social environment:
•
•
•

The alternative to naturalize the Speed River has the largest impact on the
existing social environment, particularly cultural heritage
Opportunities exist to honour and respect the role of Riverside Dam in the
formation of Preston; requires additional consultation with the public
Measures identified that can reasonably mitigate the impact include:
 Restore elements of the dam (i.e. dam control structure) in place
 Reconstruct elements in Riverside Park
 Install commemorative signage and/or plaques

Next Steps
•

•

•
•

With Council authorization the Notice of Study Completion can be posted starting
the 30-day review period when the full Environmental Study Report (ESR) will be
available for review
Members of the public who have unresolved concerns can request that the
Minister of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) ask the City to prepare
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA), known as a “Part II Order”
In the event of a Part II Order request, MOECC staff will review the Class EA and
the Minister will make a final decision on whether an Individual EA is required
If there are no Part II Order requests the City can proceed with implementing the
Preferred Alternative, tentatively as follows:
 2018 through 2019, project planning and detailed design
 2019 into 2020, approvals and permitting
 2020, construction

Further Public Consultation During Implementation
The purpose and focus of the Class EA Study has been to identify a preferred
management alternative. Some conceptual design has been completed, however
the design phases will determine the details of what the preferred alternative will
ultimately look like. An important part of that work will be further consultation with the
public and stakeholders. This consultation will help to address questions around
park and heritage features and how these will be incorporated in the design and with
each other.
Options Available for Council

A preferred alternative has been selected by the Project Team and staff recommends:
•

•

Council authorizes staff to finalize the Class Environmental Assessment Project
File including authorization for staff to post the Notice of Study Completion for the
30-day review period
In addition, Council can approve of the recommendation to proceed with design
after the 30-day review period if no Part II order requests are received

Alternately, the options available to Council include:
•

•

Council can decide to not approve the recommendations and ask staff to
complete further work which could include completing preliminary design of the
preferred alternative before finalizing and posting the Project File
Council can decide to not file the Class EA Study, leaving Riverside Dam “as is”
and the City potentially liable if the dam fails

It should be noted that during the 30-day review period there is an opportunity for the
proponent (City) and the party considering a Part II Order request to have further
discussions to resolve any outstanding issues before a Part II Order request is
submitted. This approach is strongly encouraged by the MOECC.

Existing Policy/By-Law:
The study of alternatives for the future of Riverside Dam has been carried out in
accordance with the current Municipal Class EA process and the Environmental
Assessment Act. As part of this process, the City has consulted with project
stakeholders, government agencies (Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry,
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change, and Grand River Conservation Authority),
Indigenous Communities and the public.

Financial Impact:
There is no direct financial impact if Council authorizes staff to finalize the Class EA
Study and approves of starting the detailed design. Existing capital accounts are in
place to implement the preferred alternative.

Public Input:
Public consultation is required as part of the Municipal Class EA Process. The study
was carried out as a Schedule ‘B’ Class EA, however significantly more public
consultation has been completed than is required using a Schedule ‘B’ process. Table 2
is a summary of the Public Information Centres (PICs) that were held. Appendix B
contains a summary of the Public Consultation that was completed at PIC #4.
Table 2 – Public Information Centres Summary

PIC

Date

Attendees
(approx.)

Comments

#1

3-Apr-12

80 people

•

Numerous comments provided

#2

18-Jun-13

140 people

•
•

Analysis of four options presented
Numerous comments received as part of a “Post-it
Note Exercise” at work stations
Also written comment sheets and emails received

•
#3

27-Jun-16

50 people

•
•
•

#4

29-Nov-17 130 people

•
•
•

Presentation reviewed the background, studies and
alternatives
Included a moderated open-mic question period
Questions and answers, along with other comments
received, were summarized
Presented recommended preferred alternative
Presentation followed by a question period
Questions and answers, along with other comments
received, were summarized

Internal/External Consultation:
The Study followed a Class EA Schedule B undertaking, however much more public
consultation was completed than the basic requirements of a Schedule B. The Project
Team recommends that this community participation is encouraged to continue into the
implementation phase of this project. Throughout the Class EA Study consultation with
internal City committees, stakeholders and external agencies was completed.
Given the wide range of technical, environmental (natural), social and economic
considerations required for the assessment of the baseline inventory and the
management alternatives, and to facilitate consultation, the Project Team formed
Technical and Stakeholder Advisory Committees at the beginning of the study.
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) included the Grand River Conservation
Authority (GRCA), Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC), Ministry of
Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), and Region of Waterloo. Four TAC meetings
were held and minutes were prepared for these meetings. The TAC members provided
comments and their agency’s perspective on the various alternatives.
The Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) included Save the Dam, Preston Town
Centre Business Improvement Area, P&H Milling, Waterloo Wellington Canoe Club,
Ancient Mariners Canoe Club, K-W Bassmasters, Preston Heights Community Group,
Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC), and Cambridge Environmental
Advisory Committee (CEAC). Four SAC meetings were held and minutes were

prepared for these meetings. The SAC members provided comments and their group’s
perspective on the various alternatives. TAC and SAC members also participated in the
Stakeholder Workshops held in 2017.
Also as indicated in the Background section, consultation with Indigenous Communities
took place during the study. These Communities included Six Nations of the Grand
River, Mississaugas of the New Credit, and the Haudenosaunee Development Institute.
The consultation completed satisfies provincial and municipal protocol for Indigenous
Communities Consultation.

CONCLUSION
Riverside Dam is structurally in poor condition and failure remains imminent. There is a
critical need for a management alternative to be implemented. The City assumed
responsibility of the dam and has completed a Class EA Study as part of that
responsibility. This Study was needed to understand the constraints and opportunities
associated with the future of Riverside Dam, with the purpose of determining a preferred
management alternative.
After completing a comprehensive study that included extensive consultation and
numerous reports, a preferred alternative has been selected to naturalize the Speed
River through Riverside Park. The Project Team has used the information obtained to
understand the constraints and opportunities associated with the future of Riverside
Dam, and completed an analysis and evaluation of the various alternatives. When the
four environments (natural, physical, social and economic) that were investigated as
part of the Study are considered, naturalizing the river has the greatest all around
benefit and aligns closely with many of the City’s Strategic Plan goals and objectives.
This report highlights many benefits of naturalizing the Speed River through Riverside
Park. By completing the Class EA Study and filing it for the 30-day review period, the
City can move into the next phases of the project (if a Part II Order request is not
received) and ultimately implement the preferred management alternative.
By not completing and/or filing the Class EA Study, approvals for other alternatives in
the future will likely be denied by the approval agencies as they look to the Municipal
Class EA process to see how a preferred alternative was determined. Also by not
completing and/or filing the Class EA Study, implementation of the management
alternative will be further delayed leaving the City potentially liable due to high risk of
existing dam failure.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ES 1.0

INTRODUCTION

Purpose
Amec Foster Wheeler has been retained by the City of Cambridge to undertake the Riverside
Dam, Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA). The study purpose has been to
assess various management alternatives to address the concerns related to the deteriorating
Riverside Dam, under the guiding principles of the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
process [ref. MEA Class EA, October 2000 (as amended in 2007, 2011, and 2015)]. This study
has defined the current environment (physical, social and natural) as a baseline condition and
from this established a long-list of management approaches and related alternative solutions.
This study has systematically (in accordance with MEA Class EA principles) conducted an
evaluation of each alternative using appropriate criteria leading to a short-list of alternatives.
Further technical analyses have been completed for the short-listed alternatives, including
generation of conceptual designs which have taken into consideration public and agency input.
Following public and agency consultation, a Preferred Alternative has been advanced and
recommended for implementation by the City.
Study Team
The City of Cambridge has been the proponent and overall Project Manager for the Riverside
Dam Class Environmental Assessment. The Consulting Team has been comprised of the
following:
Amec Foster Wheeler – Project Management & Engineering
Matrix Solutions Inc – Stream Geomorphology & Ecology
► Brook McIlroy – Landscape Architects & Public Consultation
► Unterman McPhail Associates – Cultural Heritage
► LURA Consulting – Public Consultation and Facilitation
►
►

Background
The Riverside Dam and associated mill race were constructed between 1860 and 1880 to
support the partial diversion of the Speed River and provide hydraulic power to the Erb saw and
flour mills (now P&H Milling). The mill became an economic hub in the Waterloo/Wellington
region and the community of Cambridge Mills developed around it as a result. Today, this
community is locally known as Preston and forms a part of the City of Cambridge.
At some point in the mill’s history, the mill race was no longer relied upon as a source of water
and hydraulic power, at which time the Riverside Dam ceased to provide a commercial function
and served only social functions (i.e., recreation, culture, aesthetics). It is evident that regular
maintenance decreased or ceased once the dam and mill race no longer had economic utility
and, combined with the overall age of the structure, their condition began to decline. The
Riverside Dam and mill race have since exceeded their intended design life and have continued
to deteriorate. Due to concerns related to quality control for their current operations, P&H
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Milling completed works to replace the leaky stoplogs in the mill race with a concrete wall in
order to stop the flow through the mill property. Specifically, in 2015 / 2016 P&H Milling worked
with the Grand River Conservation Authority (GRCA) on approvals and permitting for works to
permanently close off the mill race. These works were formally constructed in 2016.
Given the deteriorating dam condition, the City of Cambridge assumed a level of responsibility
for the dam and mill race inlet structures in May 2008, in the interest of public safety and
initiated a structural evaluation of the respective structures (Sanchez, 2009). The inspection
determined the dam was in poor condition with numerous cracks, spalling and surface pitting.
The Sanchez Study triggered an emergency repair of the south control structure in December
2008 which included the placement of large riprap stone downstream of the dam proximate to
the south control structure to support the abutment. This was recognized to be a short-term
temporary solution by the City and as part of the emergency permit, the Ministry of Natural
Resources at that time, as a condition of its approval, required that the City complete a Class
Environmental Assessment and implement a permanent long-term solution.
Description of the Study Area
The Riverside Dam and the associated mill race control structure and headpond are located
immediately upstream of the King Street crossing of the Speed River, in the community of
Preston, in Cambridge Ontario (ref. Figure ES-1.1). The Speed River discharges to the Grand
River some 1.8 km downstream of King Street (ref. Figure ES-1.2).

N

Figure ES-1.1:
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N

Figure ES-1.2:

Study Area Context to Grand River

The Riverside Dam is well over 100 years old and pre-dates Provincial legislation for dams in
Ontario [Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act (LRIA) 1990]. The structure is a concrete gravity
dam approximately 1.5 m (+/-) high and 67 m (+/-) long and spans the Speed River
(ref. Figure ES-1.3 for dam plan and cross-section). There are two stone and concrete control
structures near the northern and southern limits of the dam which contained stop-logs; these
were historically used for water level control associated with the operation of the mill. Water
levels are no longer controlled and the dam does not provide any formal flood control or function
to augment base flows. In its current state, the dam’s only function is creating the upstream
headpond which is considered an aesthetic and recreational feature of the neighbouring
Riverside Park.
The inlet structure at the north limit of the dam (ref. Figure ES-1.3) historically diverted flow to
the mill race and through the existing P&H Milling property. The inlet was a concrete structure
which controlled water levels by stoplogs. The mill race historically conveyed flow under the
Canadian Pacific (CP) Railway, King Street, and industrial buildings on the P&H Milling
property, before rejoining the Speed River downstream. As noted, the stoplogs have been
replaced with a concrete wall to permanently stop flow within the mill race.
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Figure ES-1.3
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The CP Railway follows the southeast bank of the headpond and turns west to cross the Speed
River between Riverside Dam and King Street East. Bathymetric survey and sediment
sampling within the headpond has confirmed significant historical accumulation of sediment.
There is no information suggesting the headpond has ever been dredged; water levels in the
headpond average little more than 1.0 m (+/-).
Riverside Park is the largest park in the City of Cambridge covering approximately
102 hectares (+/-). It is also one of the most popular, drawing visitors beyond the immediate
community. The park offers visitors an interface with the Speed River, as well as other natural
areas, active park programming, passive leisure, extensive trail/road networks and built heritage
features, including Riverside Dam. Rogers Drive and Leisure Lodge Road offer vehicular
access throughout the park and connect to King Street at the western limit and Speedsville
Road at the eastern limit. Sulphur Creek, which as noted, diverges from the Speed River and
flows through Riverside Park, has two municipally operated control structures within the park:
one at its source at the Speed River, which controls flow into the creek from the Speed River,
and one at Rogers Drive, which controls the elevation of the small online pond.
The Speed River through the study area is classified as a warmwater fishery supporting mixed
water fish habitat. Nearly two (2) dozen fish species have been recorded downstream of
Guelph; further, the habitat below the dam supports several species-at-risk (SAR) fish and
mussel species, including the Wavy-rayed lampmussel. In terms of terrestrial habitat and
resources, the study area has been largely culturally impacted, however many of the adjacent
features are designated as significant natural heritage features.
The Speed River has a drainage area of approximately 780 km2 to the Riverside Dam and joins
the Grand River approximately 1.8 km downstream of the dam (ref. Figure ES-1.2). The
Regulatory (Regional Storm) floodplain is approximately 500 m (+/-) wide through the study
area and includes the Riverside Dam, Riverside Park, significant lengths of King Street and the
CP Railway, as well as private commercial/industrial and residential property. Land use in the
study area is highly mixed, including recreation, infrastructure, industrial/employment,
medium/high density residential and commercial.
The headwaters of the Speed River include several municipalities including the City of Guelph
and a number of smaller communities, however the watershed maintains a significant forest
cover relative to other subwatersheds of the Grand River. The Riverside Dam is one of several
control structures on the river. Given the size of the Speed River, it supports a wide range of
fish and aquatic species, while the near shore riparian area supports considerable wildlife and
birds. The river also provides for recreational activities through the study area and beyond,
including fishing and boating.
Dam Ownership
The formal legal ownership of the Riverside Dam is unclear. It is possible it is tied to one of the
earlier mill operations, however it is uncertain as to whether this extends to the current Mill
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operator. Furthermore, the Crown is acknowledged as the owner of the bed and bank of the
river.
As noted in 2008, the City, concerned about public safety, initiated the study of the dam’s
structural condition (ref. Sanchez, 2009). A condition of the emergency repair of the south
abutment was the execution of a Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) study (this
project). On this basis, the City of Cambridge has assumed the role as proponent of the study
to determine the future of the Riverside Dam. Once the preferred solution is established, the
City of Cambridge will seek legal guidance specific to defining the formal owner of the Riverside
Dam.
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Process
This study has followed the process outlined in the Municipal Engineers Association (MEA),
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment, October 2000 (as amended in 2007, 2011, and
2015). The Municipal Class EA process defines mandatory principles, details of project
consultation and technical requirements. A Municipal Class EA is considered a legal document
which outlines project recommendations and next steps, based on a technical assessment,
public input and further consultation with technical practitioners, agencies and Indigenous
Communities.
Each Municipal Class EA undertaking, depending on the scope of work and the range of
predicted environmental impacts, is classified using Schedules. The various Schedule depends
on the scope of the recommended works. Generally, management alternatives for dam
structures include rehabilitation, modification, replacement or removal of the existing dam, all of
which would require undertaking a “Schedule B” process or lower (i.e., Schedule A or A+) in the
MEA document (ref. Figure ES-1.4). The various Phases of the Class EA process have been
conducted by this study based on the Schedule (i.e., Schedule B: Phases 1 and 2), while Phase
5 will be conducted based on the recommendations herein being continued through to detail
design and subsequently construction and monitoring (ref. Municipal Engineers Association
(MEA), Municipal Class Environmental Assessment, October 2000 (as amended in 2007, 2011,
and 2015).
As part of the Class EA process the following key principles are considered:
►
►
►
►
►

Establish a Problem and Opportunity Statement;
Consult with affected parties early in and throughout the process, such that the planning
process is a cooperative venture;
Consider a reasonable range of alternatives, both functionally different “alternatives” and
“alternative methods” of implementing the solution;
Systematic evaluation of alternatives in terms of their advantages and disadvantages, to
determine their net environmental effects; and,
Provision of clear and complete documentation of the planning process followed, to
allow “traceability” of decision-making with respect to the project.
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Figure ES-1.4: Municipal Engineers Association (MEA), Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment, October 2000 (as amended in 2007, 2011, and 2015)

ES 2.0

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT CONSULTATION

Project Committees
Given the wide range of technical, environmental (natural), social and economic considerations
required for the assessment of the baseline inventory and the management alternatives, the
City of Cambridge has formed Technical and Stakeholder Committees to help guide the Class
Environmental study process.
The Technical Committee has been comprised of representatives from various City
departments, stakeholder agencies, and the Consulting Team. The Technical Committee
provides project guidance on technical and regulatory matters.
The Stakeholder Committee’s members represent municipal committees and local businesses,
as well as user and interest groups with a specific tie to Riverside Park and the Riverside Dam.
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Over the course of the project, four (4) Stakeholder and four (4) Technical Committee meetings
were held.
Communications and Consultation Program Overview
For the current study, the City of Cambridge has conducted a consultation program as required
by the Municipal Class EA process. Considering the level of public interest in the study, the City
has conducted additional public consultation beyond the basic or minimum requirements of a
“Schedule B” project. The Riverside Dam Class Environmental Assessment has included the
following stakeholder consultation:
i.

Riverside Dam Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) Notice of Study
Commencement (issued November 2011)
ii. Public Information Centre #1 held April 3rd, 2012
iii. City of Cambridge Council presentation held March 4th, 2013
iv. Public Information Centre #2 held June 18th, 2013
v. City of Cambridge Council presentation October 15th, 2013
vi. Meeting hosted to provide the Save the Dam group an opportunity to discuss the project
with MNRF and the Project Team on February 26th, 2014
vii. Public Information Centre #3 held June 27th, 2016
viii. Consultation with Indigenous Communities
ix. Technical and Stakeholder Committee meetings [four (4) each]
x. Stakeholder Workshops (May 24th and June 27th, 2017)
xi. Public Information Centre #4 held November 29, 2017
xii. Notice of Completion and circulation of Final Class EA Report for 30 day public review to
be issued following completion of the EA study (pending)
ES 3.0

BACKGROUND INFORMATION REVIEW

For this project, considerable background data have been collected for the various technical and
social disciplines involved in this study (i.e., engineering, cultural heritage, natural systems, park
use, water quality and stream morphology) from the City of Cambridge and other agencies
including GRCA, Region of Waterloo, Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change
(MOECC) and Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF).
ES 4.0

BASELINE INVENTORY

A comprehensive baseline inventory of existing conditions, consisting of desktop review of
background information, physical survey and technical investigations, and field inventories was
conducted for the range of social, cultural, natural, and physical environmental elements
potentially affected by the alternative solutions under investigation. As summarized in the ESR
document, and presented in greater detail in the ESR Appendices, baseline inventories were
conducted for the following:
Topographic Survey
► Hydrology and Hydraulics
►
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►
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Stream Morphology
Aquatic Resources
Terrestrial Resources
Water Quality and Sediment Quantity / Quality
Park Use and Inventory
Cultural Heritage
Structural Investigations

ES 5.0

PROBLEM AND OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT

The Riverside Dam is well over 100 years old and well beyond its design life. Structural
assessments (2009, 2014) have determined that various components of the dam are in poor
condition with potential for failure in the short-term. Given the age of the structure, its location in
a natural watercourse, adjacency to Riverside Park, and its popularity with the public, the future
management of the Riverside Dam must consider several constraints and opportunities related
to safety, riverine processes, flooding, cultural heritage, natural habitat, public uses and
aesthetics.
The Preferred Alternative must address the Problem while balancing study area constraints and
opportunities, in order to best meet the needs of the various stakeholder groups invested in the
Riverside Dam.
ES 6.0

ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT AND LONG-LIST SCREENING

Eight (8) alternatives have been considered as part of the Long-List to address the future
management of the Riverside Dam and local environs:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Do Nothing
Repair Riverside Dam
Rebuild Riverside Dam
Lower Dam Crest
Naturalize Speed River (Remove Dam)
Construct In-stream Rock Structures (Remove Dam)
Build Offline Dam and Naturalize Speed River (Hybrid)
Incremental Decommissioning of Dam

Summary of Long-List Screening
Based on the assessment and long-list screening the following alternatives have been screened
from the long-list.
Alternative ‘B’: Repair Riverside Dam – SCREENED: Repairing the dam has not been
considered to offer any benefit over Alternative ‘C’: Rebuild Riverside Dam. Alternative ‘C’
offers the ability to maintain the historic dimensions and aesthetics of the dam at a lower cost.
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Further, there is an intrinsic engineering and design life improvement with a new versus a
repaired structure.
Alternative ‘D’: Lower Dam Crest – SCREENED: Lowering the dam offers the positive effect of
minor reductions in upstream flood elevations, however this is not considered sufficient to
balance the negative effect to the historic dimensions and aesthetics of the dam, and the
reduction in headpond area are not considered. Further, small adjustments to the dam crest
could be considered as an implementation option for Alternative ‘C’: Rebuild Riverside Dam, if
advanced.
Alternative ‘H’: Incremental Decommissioning of Dam – SCREENED:
Naturalize alternative, however with more risk of adverse impacts.

Ultimately mimics

The remaining alternatives were considered to offer a greater number of positive effects overall,
or provide certain key positive effects along with acceptable negative effects and have been
short-listed for further consideration by the Project Team, agencies and the public.
The following alternatives have been “short-listed” and advanced for evaluation:
Alternative ‘A’: Do Nothing
Alternative ‘C’: Rebuild Riverside Dam [see Figure ES-3.1]
Alternative ‘E’: Naturalize Speed River (Remove Dam) [see Figure ES-3.2]
Alternative ‘F’: Construct Instream Rock Structure [see Figure ES-3.3
Alternative ‘G’: Build Offline Dam and Naturalize (see Figure ES-3.4
Alternative ‘A’: Do Nothing, despite being considered infeasible from a regulatory and practical
perspective, has been included in the short-list evaluation to provide a fulsome comparison to
the baseline condition.
The following section describes the selection of appropriate technical, natural, social and
economic criteria, and the evaluation of each of the short-listed alternatives with respect to
these criteria.
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Figure ES-3.2:
Visualization of Alternative ‘E’
Naturalize Speed River (Remove Dam)
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Figure ES-3.3:
Visualization of Alternative ‘F’
Construct In-Stream Rock Structures (Remove Dam)
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Figure ES-3.4:
Visualization of Alternative ‘I’
Build Offline Dam and Naturalize
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ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION (SHORT-LIST)

The short-listed alternatives described in the previous section have been assessed on the basis
of evaluation criteria established specifically for the current study. As required by the Municipal
Environmental Assessment process, the selected criteria relate to impacts and opportunities
generated by the alternatives within four (4) environments:
(i)

Functional
Environment

-

Considers the ability of the alternative to address the
problem statement and how it may impact existing physical
systems. It also includes regulatory considerations.

(ii)

Natural
Environment

-

Impacts or opportunities that an alternative may have
related to the natural environment (i.e., fisheries, wildlife,
water quality, etc.).

(iii)

Social
Environment

-

Impacts or opportunities created by the alternative as they
relate to the people and their current or historic relationship
with the study area.

(iv)

Economic
Environment

-

Capital, operation and maintenance costs associated with
an alternative, both in the short-term and long-term. For
the current study, risk and liability has been included in the
economic environment.

Within each environment, relevant and representative criteria have been considered for the
evaluation. Each evaluation criterion has been assessed to ensure it is quantifiable and results
in a meaningful comparison between the short-listed alternatives. The criteria selected for
evaluation have been assigned a significance weighting based on consultation with the public,
agencies and other stakeholders, and each alternative has been assigned a score for each
evaluation criterion. The evaluation criteria are summarized by environment as follows:
Table ES-4.1 provides a summary of the assessment based on the established evaluation
factors.
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The matrix intentionally uses qualitative evaluation weighting and ratings, however applying a
numerical basis to the assessment can be used to more definitely compare alternatives. The
Project Team initially applied the following weighting and ratings to the short-listed assessment:
Weighting
Very High
High
Medium
Low

5
3
2
1

And,
Rating
Negative
Negative-neutral
Neutral
Positive-neutral
Positive

-2
-1
0
1
2

Stakeholder Workshops
In an effort to improve transparency of the Alternative Assessment process, the City of
Cambridge hosted Stakeholder Workshops over 2017, so as to solicit input from a broad
cross-section of stakeholders, agencies and Indigenous Communities.
The core objective of these Stakeholder Workshops was to provide selected Stakeholders with
a direct role in offering input to the Alternative Assessment process and allow them, and some
members of Council, to actively participate in the review/assessment process.
The following questions were asked of the attending Stakeholders:
1. Do you agree with the selected short-listed alternatives?
Alternative ‘C’: Rebuild Riverside Dam
Alternative ‘E’: Naturalize Speed River (Remove Dam)
Alternative ‘F’: Construct In-stream Rock Structures (Remove Dam)
Alternative ‘G’: Offline Dam and Naturalization
2. Should the Project Team have considered other Alternatives?
3. Do you agree with the Evaluation Criteria (ref. Table ES-4.2) advanced by the Project
Team
4. Are there any others that should have been included?
Table ES-4.2

Evaluation Criteria

Functional/
Physical
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Evaluation Criteria

Functional/
Physical

Natural

Social

Economic

Flooding

Fish Passage

Cultural Heritage

Life Cycle Cost
(capital and O&M)

Stream Stability/
Sediment Transport

Aquatic Habitat/Health

Boating

Liability

Water Quality and
Temperature

Fishing

Natural Heritage

Park Vistas
Public Safety

The other main objective of Stakeholder Workshops was to “step-through” an example of the
Alternative Assessment process using the Smart Spreadsheet prepared by the Project Team.
As part of Stakeholder Workshop No.1, Stakeholder Organizations were asked to complete the
Alternative Assessment Smart Spreadsheet for the short-listed alternatives, including:
Alternative ‘C’: Rebuild Dam, Alternative ‘E’: Naturalize Speed River, Alternative ‘F’: In-stream
Rock Structures, and Alternative ‘G’: Off-line Dam/Naturalize River.
Some stakeholders suggested that Tourism be added as an Evaluation Criteria, hence for the
initial assessment Tourism was added. However, as evident from Table ES-4.3, Tourism was
ranked quite differently amongst the Project Team versus the stakeholders.
Table ES-4.3 Evaluation Criteria Ranking
Environment
1

Functional/Physical

Evaluation
Criteria

Project Team

Stakeholder
Majority

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

(a) Fish Passage

High

High

(b) Aquatic Habitat/Health

High

High

Medium

Medium

(d) Natural Heritage

Low

Low

(a) Cultural Heritage

Very High

Very High

(b) Boating

Medium

Medium

(c ) Fishing

Medium

Medium

(a) Flooding
(b) Stream Stability/
Sediment Transport

2

Natural

(c ) Water Quality and
Temperature

3
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Table ES-4.3 Evaluation Criteria Ranking
Environment

4

Economic

Evaluation
Criteria

Project Team

Stakeholder
Majority

(d) Park Vistas

Very High

Very High

(e) Pubic Safety

High

High

(a) Life Cycle Cost
(capital and O&M)

Medium

Medium

(b) Liability

Medium

Medium

(c ) Tourism

Low

High

The Project Team then undertook a comparison of the ratings provided by the Stakeholder
Representatives for each of the Short-listed Alternatives. From this, it became clear that there
was general consistency between the application of the Evaluation Criteria for most alternatives,
however there were also inconsistencies in others. Table ES-4.4 indicates which Evaluation
Criteria were, in the opinion of the Project Team, applied consistently and those that were
inconsistently applied. Inconsistency was evident when there was a wide spread of ratings and
outliers.
Table ES-4.4 Summary of Application of Evaluation Criteria
Environment
1

2

3

Functional/
Physical

Natural

Social

TP111118

Evaluation
Criteria

Alternative ‘C’: Alternative ‘E’: Alternative ‘F’: Alternative ‘G’:
Rebuild
Naturalize
In-Stream
Off-Line

(a) Flooding

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

(b) Stream Stability/
Sediment Transport

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

(a) Fish Passage

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

(b) Aquatic
Habitat/Health

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

(c ) Water Quality
and Temperature

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

(d) Natural Heritage

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

(a) Cultural Heritage

Consistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

(b) Boating

Consistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

(c ) Fishing

Consistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

Consistent

(d) Park Vistas

Consistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

Consistent
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Table ES-4.4 Summary of Application of Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation
Criteria

Environment

4

Economic

Alternative ‘C’: Alternative ‘E’: Alternative ‘F’: Alternative ‘G’:
Rebuild
Naturalize
In-Stream
Off-Line

(e) Pubic Safety

Consistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

(a) Life Cycle Cost
(capital and O&M)

Consistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

(b) Liability

Inconsistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

(c ) Tourism

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent

Inconsistent Application of Evaluation Criteria
The following Evaluation Criteria were inconsistently applied in the ratings by the respective
Stakeholder Representatives:
Cultural Heritage
Boating
► Liability
► Tourism
►
►

Overall Ranking
The Project Team compared the Overall Ranking (1 through 4) of the Short-Listed Alternatives
by the Stakeholders (ref. Table ES-4.5).
Table ES-4.5 Overall Ranking of Alternatives

Respondent

Alternative ‘E’:
Naturalize

Alternative ‘F’:
Instream

Alternative ‘G’:
Offline

Value

Ranking

Value

Ranking

Value

Ranking

Value

Ranking

1

-6

4

108

2

158

1

12

3

2

4

4

33

2

13

3

35

1

3

45

4

124

1

78

3

86

2

4

71

1

-67

2

-111

4

-68

3

5

71

1

-67

2

-111

4

-68

3

6

17

1

2

3

-5

4

4

2

7

21

1

-1

2

-13

3

-13

3

8

-2

4

52

1

22

2

20

3

9

12

2

22

1

-5

4

2

3

Net Rating
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14

1

3

4

10

2

The intent of this summary is to illustrate if there was a consensus amongst the Stakeholders in
their ranking of alternatives and to identify if there were any differences between the
Stakeholder rankings. The information in Table ES-4.5 suggests that most Stakeholders
considered Alternative ‘E’: Naturalize as either their first or second choice, which results in it
becoming the consensus alternative selection on the basis of the ranking comparison. In terms
of Alternative ‘C’: Rebuild, the rankings are much more polarized, with respondents generally
either ranking this alternative as the most preferred or least preferred. The other two (2)
alternatives, Instream Structures (Rocky Ramps) or Offline Dam are consistently ranked lower
than the other two (2) by the vast majority of Stakeholders.
A further assessment was done by the Project Team to establish the rankings using the Majority
Ratings, as developed by the Stakeholders. For this assessment, two (2) approaches were
considered; the first applied all of the information as received, whereas the second removed the
Tourism criterion due to the issues and concerns cited earlier. On this basis, the results of the
alternative rankings are listed in Table ES-4.6.
Table ES-4.6 Overall Ranking Applying Majority Ratings With and Without Tourism

Respondent

Alternative ‘C’:
Rebuild

Alternative ‘E’:
Naturalize

Alternative ‘F’:
Instream

Alternative ‘G’:
Offline

Value

Ranking

Value

Ranking

Value

Ranking

Value

Ranking

Stakeholder
Majority

13

1

12

2

-3

4

0

3

Stakeholder
Majority
(without
Tourism)

10

2

15

1

0

4

3

3

As evident in Table ES-4.6, using all criteria results in a slight preference for Alternative ‘C’:
Rebuild, however if the Tourism criteria is screened, Alternative ‘E’: Naturalize becomes
preferred.
Regulatory Agencies’ Perspectives
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), the Grand River Conservation
Authority (GRCA), and the Region of Waterloo were also invited to attend and participate in the
Stakeholder Workshops. Including the regulatory agencies in the discussion of the Alternative
Assessment was intended to allow the other Stakeholder representatives to gain a better
understanding of the agencies’ point of view and areas of concern related to their mandate.
None of these organizations submitted an Alternative Assessment Smart Spreadsheet. The
following however provides a summary of the respective agencies’ Regulatory Position, based
on the most recent correspondence received from the agency.
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Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF): Correspondence dated May 31, 2017
provides direction that from a natural environment and a public safety perspective, the MNRF
supports an alternative that would include decommissioning of the Riverside Dam for the
following reasons:
This alternative would contribute to the recovery of provincial species-at-risk fish and
mussels (Silver Shiner and Wavy-rayed lampmussel) that are known for this stretch of
the Speed River.
► This alternative would enhance the native fish communities as outlined in the Grand
River Fisheries Management Plan. A healthy fishery provides multiple benefits to the
watershed.
► Decommissioning the dam would also eliminate the potential hazard that would be
associated with the infrastructure over the long-term.
►

Grand River Conservation Authority (GRCA): GRCA provided comments on October 18,
2016 which included the detailed assessment of alternatives and stated that the GRCA
continues to be supportive of the alternative to naturalize the Speed River (Alternative ‘E’), as
the preferred alternative to address the problem statement of this Class EA.
Region of Waterloo: The Region of Waterloo provided comments on May 13, 2013 and
additional comments on May 25, 2016 indicating that the Region has no fundamental
disagreement with the preferred alternative identified at the time (Naturalize Speed River). It is
noted that the removal of the dam and the naturalization of the upstream portion of the river with
riffle areas would provide natural aeration of the water.
Indigenous Communities
Consultation with Indigenous Communities is an important component of the Class EA process.
The following communities have been contacted during the Class EA process:
Six Nations of the Grand River
Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation
► Haudenosaunee Development Institute
►
►

These First Nation communities were not invited to participate in the Stakeholder Workshops,
however the City has separately consulted with the Indigenous Communities outside of the
Stakeholder Workshops.
Area Indigenous Communities were notified of the project at start-up, and also of the Public
Information Centres (PICs) over the course of the project. Furthermore, the City and its
Consultant Team met face to face with the Six Nations of the Grand River and the Mississaugas
of the New Credit First Nation in September, 2017 (the Haudenosaunee Development Institute
was also contacted, however no meeting was arranged). Verbal support for the Naturalize
Speed River alternative was provided from those Indigenous Communities consulted.
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PREFERRED SOLUTION

The objective of the current study has been to develop a long-list of alternative solutions to
manage the future of the deteriorating Riverside Dam. The long-list of alternatives has been
reduced to the short-list through a preliminary screening process based on technical and
regulatory feasibility. The short-list has then been evaluated using a broad range of criteria
representing the technical, natural, social and economic environments surrounding the
Riverside Dam, including engagement with Stakeholders, Technical Agencies and Indigenous
Communities, eventually leading to a Preferred Alternative that balances the priorities of the
various stakeholder groups.
Based on the Alternative Evaluation, Alternative ‘E’: Naturalize Speed River provides a
management solution that addresses the Problem Statement, best capitalizes on opportunities
related to the technical and natural environments, and provides the most economic solution in
the short and long-term. Although Alternative ‘E’ has the largest impact on the social
environment, most importantly cultural heritage, various measures have been identified that can
be incorporated into the implementation of Alternative ‘E’ which can reasonably mitigate the
impact (it is noted that there is no legislative constraint in this regard related to the Ontario
Heritage Act). Therefore, with all factors considered, Alternative ‘E’: Naturalize Speed River has
been advanced as the Preliminary Preferred Alternative.
The Project Team has identified the alternative to Naturalize Speed River and remove the dam
as being the preferred solution for the following reasons:
►

►

►
►
►
►
►

Stakeholder Workshop engagement essentially established the Naturalize alternative as
the first or second choice amongst those participating, resulting in it having the highest
ranking.
All agencies, including:
 GRCA
 MNRF
 Region of Waterloo
Supported the Naturalize alternative. Furthermore, the City’s Environmental Advisory
Committee (CEAC) also expressed strong support for the Naturalize alternative.
The Indigenous Communities of Six Nations of the Grand River and Mississaugas of the
New Credit First Nations both preferred naturalization over other alternatives.
The Naturalize alternative was ranked consistently higher than all other under the
Natural / Physical Environments.
The Life Cycle Cost associated with the Naturalize alternative is significantly lower than
the Rebuild alternative.
The Short and Long-term Liability to the City is significantly reduced if it naturalizes the
Speed River.
The Naturalize alternative aligns closely with the City of Cambridge’s Corporate
Strategic Plan (2016), specific to many of the plan’s goals and objectives as they apply
to the environment, rivers and infrastructure.
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Opportunities exist to honour and respect the role of the Riverside Dam in the formation
of Preston and the surrounding community through various means; this will require
additional consultation with the public.
► Opportunities exist to strategically repurpose the additional nearshore riparian lands for
community and overall system enhancements; this will require additional consultation
with the public.
►

The following secondary elements are also recommended to be implemented with the Preferred
Alternative:
Incorporate cultural heritage elements associated with the Riverside Dam in the
following order of preference: restore elements (i.e., dam control structures) in place,
restore and relocate elements in Riverside Park, reconstruct elements in Riverside Park,
install commemorative signage and/or plaques;
► Consideration of inclusion of nearshore wetlands (or similar) to maintain/enhance
riparian habitat for turtle and waterfowl species and potentially offer informal water
quality treatment for local storm sewer outfalls; and,
► Incorporation of interpretive/educational elements to improve interaction of park patrons
with the Speed River, while limiting the damage caused to riparian habitat by trampling
(i.e., provision for designated trails, barrier landscaping, river viewing areas, etc.).
►

The following additional analysis/study should be completed in association with the next stages
of design:
►
►
►

►

►

►

Borehole drilling of the existing dam structure to the depth of the foundation to generate
more accurate detail on the make-up and depth of the core of the structure;
Detailed core drilling of the headpond area, including additional sediment sampling to
establish detailed information on the depth, extent and quality of the sediment;
Generation of a sediment management plan that meets provincial regulations with a goal
of maximizing the amount of sediment managed on-site to minimize the economic
impact;
Detailed hydraulic modelling of the study area with consideration for two-dimensional
analyses including an update to the Regulatory floodplain and associated 2-zone policy
area;
Assessment of the existing Sulphur Creek inlet structure and redesign of the inlet
structure or incorporation of features within the Speed River to maintain existing inflow;
and,
Full recording and documentation of the existing dam and its associated cultural heritage
landscape, including the stoplog sluiceway structure, the Cambridge Mills site, and
Riverside Park in the area of the dam prior to its removal and any modifications to its
surroundings.
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In terms of the Implementation process, subject to the Project successfully clearing the Public
Review period (i.e.,no Part II Orders) and receiving Council funding, the next steps will be as
follows:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Preliminary Design / Project Planning
Public Consultation on matters of public interest, including cultural heritage and riparian
space planning
Initial Detailed Design
Further review with Technical Agencies, public stakeholders and Indigenous
Communities
Finalize Detailed Design
Permitting / Approvals, including:

Tendering
► Construction
► Monitoring
As noted under the Environmental Assessment Act, the Municipal Class Environmental
process includes a provision whereby:
►

Any member of the public who has unresolved concerns with a proposed project
can request that the Minister require the proponent (of the project) to prepare an
Individual Environmental Assessment – Part II (Bump-up)
In the event of a Part II Order(s), Ministry staff review issues and concerns. The Minister
may also enlist input from other ministries and technical agencies. Pending input and
review, Minister will make a final decision whether or not to require an individual
Environmental Assessment be prepared by the City.
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APPENDIX B

Riverside Dam Class EA
PIC #4 Consultation Summary

B1 – Summary of PIC Question, Answer & Comment Session
Jim Faught from LURA Consulting served as Moderator for the question and
answer period. The following is a summary of the Question and Answer portion of
the PIC:
Q1: Concern over the cost of the dam, both the consultant costs and proposed
construction costs. The individual referred to the Elora Drimmie Dam and its
comparatively lower construction costs, and questioned if Riverside Dam could use the
same construction company to achieve similar costs.
A1: Direct cost comparison does not take into account the unique problems being
addressed, nor the varied design and construction complexities, nor the costs associated
with impact mitigation. The Drimmie Dam is owned by the Grand River Conservation
Authority (GRCA) and received provincial funding. The costs stated for rebuild of the
Riverside Dam include life-cycle costs, and the substantial costs for management of the
contaminated sediment.
Q2: When will the dam fail?
A2: It is difficult to predict exactly when a century old structure will fail. An inspection is
recommended every 6 months to monitor the physical state of the dam.
Q3: Concern expressed over the two-week period to submit comment forms.
A3: Requested that comment forms be submitted within the two-week period. If an
extension is required, please contact a member of the Project Team.
Q4: Individual expressed concern over the low flow rate of the Speed River within the
river reach, citing flow rate values retrieved from the GRCA website for the summer. If the
dam is removed, is there a risk the river will become stagnant at this location?
A4: Flow rates fluctuate significantly depending on the time of year, and the flow rates of
the Speed River in late November are more representative of the base flow rate. Stream
health is evaluated by looking at the surrounding context, up and downstream, and the
examination of both demonstrates stagnant flow is not a risk as the Speed River does not
dry up.
Q5: If ownership of the dam has not been established, why has the City invested so much
money? Is the City liable for the dam if they rebuild it?
A5: The City recognized the need for addressing the deteriorating dam, and stepped
forward to address the issue. The Riverside dam is currently a public safety hazard, and
the City is responsible for the safety of its citizens. When the City undertook emergency
repairs in 2008, as part of approval to proceed the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry (MNRF) imposed a condition that the City complete an Environmental
Assessment to address the deteriorating structural condition of the dam. It has also been
confirmed that the City will be liable for the dam if it rebuilds it.

Q6: What will be the overall impact on sediment transport by removing this individual
dam? Will the sediment not just gather at the next dam in Galt? Why remove this dam?
A6: Each environmental assessment is an individual project and assessed on an
individual basis, based on the problem to be addressed, the alternative solutions, and the
evaluation criteria developed by the Project Team in consultation with the public.
Removing the dam will improve sediment transport within this river reach which in of itself
is part of an important ecosystem.
Q7: If flooding in Preston is relieved, will the flooding be redirected to Galt? Galt
experienced bad floods this Spring, would flooding become worse in other areas?
A7: The flooding that occurred in the Spring resulted from heavy rainfall in the
headwaters of the Grand River, with the Speed River largely unaffected. The Riverside
dam has no reservoir storage for flood control, and operates on a water in water out
basis.
Q8: How much was spent to maintain the dam historically?
A8: An exact value is difficult to determine; however, it is significantly more expensive to
maintain a dam currently than in the past to comply with Provincial regulations, for
environmental protection and public health and safety.
Q9: Concern over Species at Risk (SAR) that may be threatened due to construction.
There are many SAR in the area, removing the dam will destroy their current habitat.
A9: SAR analysis has been undertaken and the preferred solution improves SAR habitat.
Q10: How was the alternative criteria weighting assigned?
A10: The alternative criteria were defined and given weighting through extensive
stakeholder workshops.
Q11: Why was P&H Milling selected as a stakeholder?
A11: Stakeholder management seeks to involve the largest number of parties and those
most affected. P&H Milling is a direct neighbour therefore should be consulted.
Q12: What influence did the LRT have on this project?
A12: The LRT has had no influence on this project. Each Environmental Assessment is
undertaken on an individual basis.
Q13: Why was tourism removed as a criterion in the alternatives assessment?
A13: The stakeholder groups were unable to agree on a common definition for tourism.
Furthermore, it was difficult to distinguish between the tourism attraction of Riverside Park
in total and the dam and headpond alone.
Q14: Attendee requested stakeholder committee meeting minutes be provided.
A14: The stakeholder meeting minutes will be provided with the Environmental Project
File.

Q15: Both the Parkhill Dam and the Drimmie Dam projects include power generation.
Why is power generation not being considered for the Riverside Dam?
A15: The Riverside Dam does not have sufficient head to support a power system based
on a previous study. A power plant requires a business case, and the Speed River is
smaller in size with a smaller hydraulic head.
Q16: What would be the effect of dredging the dam and creating one large pond?
A16: The dredged pond would fill in overtime with sediment and revert back to a river flow
condition.
Q17: How will removing the dam reduce the water temperature? Attendee cited
temperature readings from earlier that day posted on the GRCA website that
demonstrated higher temperature levels at Bridgeport, which is not in close proximity to a
dam.
A17: Late fall is a low stress time on stream health, therefore the current temperature is
not indicative of overall stream health. As indicated in the Environmental Assessment
findings, there is evidence of adverse effects from rising temperatures in the head pond in
the summer.
Q18: If the dam is removed, how much lower will the water level be?
A18: The water level will have the same elevation at the intake to Sulphur Creek, with a
maximum elevation reduction of 1.6 m at the dam.
Q19: The project has been ongoing for 8 years, why has the City decided to do a title
search now?
A19: The City is proceeding through the Class EA process, evaluating alternatives, and
once it has been decided how the City is to proceed, a title search and land survey will be
conducted at the detail design stage when the physical extent of the project is known.
Q20: The preliminary preferred solution mentions the potential for recognizing the dam
through rebuilding the iconic control structure and signage. Previously, there has not
existed a space to display cultural heritage monuments. Are you committing to providing
this space?
A20: Providing a cultural heritage monument to the dam currently remains a suggestion
for implementation. This will need to be determined at a later date by the Municipal
Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) and the public, as will the details around the
salvage and temporary storage of materials from the existing dam.
Q21: Regarding the permit process, would repairing the dam be easier than rebuilding the
dam?
A21: No, the same rules and regulations apply to rebuilding and repairing the dam.

Q22: Concern regarding the current width of the dam compared to the future width of the
dam. If the same volume exists, the Venturi effect will apply, resulting in an increased
stream velocity, which may flood the CP Rail line that serves the Toyota Plant.
A22: Removal of the dam will not result in flooding that will adversely affect the CP rail
line. A wide range of different parameters within the system have been analyzed in terms
of river design, including pools/ riffles/ long profile and cross-sections. The removal of the
dam will result in the system functioning more naturally both up and downstream.
Further to the above, various comments were provided, summarized as follows:
C1: Individual requested a visualization of the naturalized solution.
C2: The heritage value is the body of water, not the concrete under the water.
C3: Concern expressed that the Province should be paying for sediment transport related
issues as they are the established owners of the bed and banks of the river, not the
Cambridge tax payers.
C4: Attendee expressed the thought that the intent was to select a preferred solution at
the PIC, but it is felt that the decision had already been made.
C5: Attendee requested the GRCA provide input regarding the Riverside Dam’s role in
the Grand Strategy.
C6: Attendee believes removing the dam is a public safety risk as it will result in less ice
cover. Expressed belief it will destroy the wetland and species present. Recommends the
dam be rebuilt.
C7: [Addressing attendees] Council makes the decision regarding the future of the dam. It
is important to come to the Council meeting in February to demonstrate to Council the
importance of rebuilding the dam.
C8: The dam has created a unique ecosystem, removing the dam will destroy it.
C9: Attendee has a view of the pond from their house, and sees geese taxi over house to
the dam. This is a tourism feature that could be threatened.
C10: P&H Milling should pay for a portion of the Riverside Dam.
C11: Fischer Hill dam was removed and the area become a mud pond. Attendee worried
this will occur at Riverside Dam.
C12: Following the tragedy at the Parkhill Dam, the sluice gates at both the Parkhill Dam
and Riverside Dam were closed and this is preventing the flow of sediment.
C13: the dam breaks up large ice flows preventing ice jams and flooding.
C14: If you remove the dam Sulphur Creek will be wiped out.

B2 – Written Comments Received from the Public after PIC4
A comment form was provided at the PIC and was posted to the City’s website. The
following is a summary of the comments received on the forms:
Comment 1
Plain and simple. Save the dam.

-

Comment 2
Stop.
Takes away the beauty of the park.
Fix the dam and keep the park the same.
It’s a great attraction- canoe/ fish/ picnic.
Needs to be repaired/ redone.
Comment 3
As an avid paddler and member of the Waterloo Wellington Canoe and Kayak Club I have
paddled the entire Grand, Speed and Eramosa rivers, except this one section! The dam is
an impediment and the water quality is very poor. In consulting with other members, it is
not a safe place to portage around his dam. It is better for the river, water quality and
paddling to remove the dam.
Comment 4
I want the dam, why do we hire these people that come to meetings and push to take the
dam out. Council better listen to the people. They were chosen [illegible] by the people
and we will fight to remove them if the dam is removed and not replaced. The money
spent on that striped wall bridge could have been put towards the dam. Another Craig
project. Listen to the people for once Craig and his followers.
Comment 5
Save the dam and engineer it so that it functions properly to control silt and deposits and
yet promotes a healthy environment for the fish. It’s the gem of Preston.
Comment 6
I thought that you were going to present a view both for and against. Instead it was all
towards removal. Comment about eliminating canoe portage is incorrect. You cannot
paddle a small canoe up 1.7m it’s such a short space. P&H should not have been a
stakeholder unless they owned the dam.
Comment 7
Save the dam. My children want it saved as I do.

Comment 8
Check the Elora Dam in the Township of Centre Wellington for information on how to
complete a dam rehabilitation properly and economically. A dam was removed just north
of the intersection of Highways 6 & 7 in Guelph and the result was a weed overgrown
mud hole.

1)
2)

3)

4)

Comment 9
My preferred choice is to rebuild the dam.
Preferred choice = Rebuilding the dam
The water flow is even across the width of the dam. This results in no uneven increase in
velocity acting on the railway support beams.
Naturalizing the river with “riffle-pool” sequences has similar effect on flow across the 30m
wide channel, but does not give long term stability of the dam. The rocks would be
constantly shifting resulting in ongoing continuous maintenance (and unwanted species
migration up river.)
Instream rock structures with a narrower opening would create a “venturi effect” causing
an increased river velocity concentrating in the middle, and increase river bed erosion at
the railway supports; causing eventual collapse as occurred a few years ago in Calgary
(especially during flooding caused by heavy rainfalls).
“Current Dam Structure” gives a safer low flow-rate shoreline for visitors and children who
play and use the park for boating and fishing. (see attached sketch)

Email comments received regarding PIC4. The following is a consolidation of the
email comments received:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I will be unable to attend the meeting on Nov 29 in regards to the Riverside Park Dam so I
wanted to send a note with my comments. My wife and I are life long Cambridge (40+
years in Preston) people.
Replacing the dam would be a giant waste of money. The dam is a relic of a bygone
time, it serves absolutely no purpose. Anyone who demands it be replaced on the ground
of heritage is grasping at straws. Where were the complaints when the mill itself went
electric or the mill race was filled in with stone? That part of the heritage of the dam didn't
matter? Just because something is no longer, it doesn't erase it from our memory or
history books.
All over North America these old dams are being removed in favour of letting rivers run
naturally. Some comments seem to imply that removing the dam and pond will make the
area ugly. Is the river up or downstream from the dam ugly? Our city is criss-crossed by
trails that follow the rivers, wonderful scenery from each vantage point.
Please naturalize this river.
John & Carlie Schmiedendorf
1026 Winterhalt Ave
Cambridge ON
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hello Scott,

Please rebuild the dam - NOT TEAR IT DOWN.

Riverside Park is the perfect place to spend a few hours, or an afternoon relaxing beside
or in the the water. I've looked for crayfish, fished and boated many times, by myself &
with friends over the years.

NATURALIZTION isn't the answer - take a look at CHILIGO POND, in north Cambridge. I
used to skate on that pond- now you can't, as there is only a TRICKLE OF WATER
GOING THRU...

Please reconsider,

Thanks, Mary Guttin
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I have followed this with interest.
I lived the first 18 years of my life in a town with a low head dam similar to the one in
Riverside Park, this dam incorporated sluice gates and "salmon boxes" to assist fish
heading upstream. Originally constructed to provide a collection point for water to be
pumped from the river and treated as drinking water for the town. It also served a
secondary recreation purpose: people walked along the banks, fished and children played
at the side of the water.
Sometime during the seventies this use stopped and the centre of the dam was removed
by explosive charges in the 1980s and debris was removed returning the river to is
natural state.
Water quality and fishing improved, upstream flooding stopped, people still walk along the
river banks and children still play along the banks.
People also said removing the dam would spoil the area - it didn't.
Removing the obsolete and crumbling dam from the Speed river will be different for a
while until it becomes the new normal, it will not destroy the park. Please return the river
to its natural state. After all we should not be building dams across rivers for sentimental
and/or recreational purposes.
regards
Nigel
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Scott,

As a resident of Cambridge I would like to see the Riverside Park Dam Replaced.

Regards,

Brian Schopf
1385 Concession Rd
Cambridge, Ontario
N3H 4L8
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I would like to submit for consideration my comments for the Riverside Dam Class
Environmental Assessment. The file attached contains my comments.
Regards,
Sean Clarkson
Riverside Dam Comments
I strongly support the Naturalization of the Speed River at Riverside Park option for this
project.
When finalizing the preference for this project I believe we should be placing much higher
weighting on the fiscal, environmental, public safety criteria not the social and heritage
criteria. The facts and results of the Environmental Assessment should be more
important than the emotions and past history of the dam and its historic vista.
Naturalization is the best option for this Riverside Dam project. I believe the Environment,
especially the Water resources of the Speed River should be protected as best as we
possibly can. Naturalization will achieve this by improving water quality and natural
habitats for both flora and fauna.
From a fiscal point of view I also believe that naturalization is the preferred solution as it
just plain costs less money. I, as a tax payer, do not wish to pay more for a dam that
serves no purpose other than create an environmental issue as well as increased liability
and debt. It is not worth 3.4 million dollars to me to validate emotions and sentiments of a
minority of very vocal citizens.
Naturalization may not create the same vista as a dam and resulting pond but it will still
be a beautiful vista none the less. I don't think that anyone who looks at the Speed River
where there is no current dam would say it is not a great vista. It would be different not
worse as far as many are concerned to naturalize this stretch instead of rebuild a dam.
Naturalization has been the preferred option for years now. There are great reasons for
that. It is time for Council to recognize this as the preferred and final option instead of
continually putting it off to appease a vocal minority who declares themselves the
majority. There is an entire city that this decision must be made for not just some of the
people who live near the dam. I encourage that facts and scientific study be used when
making this decision, not emotion and and the memory of the past.
Regards,
Sean Clarkson
60 Greenbrier Road
Cambridge, ON
N1R 6N1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Why won't the Council listen to their people? We have been fighting for years to save the
Heart of Preston. Hespeler had their dam fixed. If it was Galt they would have it fixed. But
this is my heritage that means nothing to the powers that be. For shame!! You can spend
millions on an old stone building for Galt, but Preston’s identity will be ripped out of our
hearts. People from cities far and wide come to Riverside Park. It is a revered Preston
Monument that needs to be kept for all. We implore you to please, repair the dam.
Replace the dam for the generations to enjoy to come. To "naturalize" the dam would
make our founders turn in their graves.
Barb Kirk
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scott,

We feel that the dam should be rebuilt. After all the dam has lasted for 150 years so we
feel a new dam should last just as long or longer with newer material, etc. Also when and
if a new dam is built or another solution is found, the logs and garbage should be cleaned
out on a regular basis.
Gary & Betty
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hello Scott and hello Ron,
I'm writing because I missed attending the Public Information Centre
#4 November 29, 2017 unfortunately. I checked out the City of Cambridge webpage
regarding this and I understand that the Preliminary Preferred Solution for Riverside Dam
is to Naturalize the Speed River and return it to what nature had intended it to be and I
applaud you for that.
I compare river dams to bound feet... it's not natural and very wrong!! The Riverside
Dam is no exception. Plus it serves no purpose any longer, so why keep it?
My opinion is: let the Speed River flow and do away with the dam. We will all benefit in
the end.
Thank you for taking the time to read my email and all the best with this important issue.
Regards,
Inez Kochius
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My concern with the proposal to naturalize the site is what happens to all the wetlands
that been created over the lengthy duration of the dam. At present there are wonderful
walkways through this area & wildlife in all forms abounds. I cannot see how the wetlands
could possibly continue to exist if the dam is removed & the river 'naturalized'.
My vote is to rebuild the dam & keep our wetlands.
Sandra Poulton
1195 King St E,
Cambridge
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I attended the recent meeting at the Preston Legion and was very impressed with the
presentation although it did leave me feeling the naturalization of the river was a done
deal.
There was a definite majority of people who want the dam to be rebuilt and I'm one of
them. Many of us have seen what happened when dams in surrounding communities
were removed. In spite of beautiful artists conceptions, these communities seem to be left
with something that has more relationship to a mud hole or a swamp than the beautiful
river that was promised. Many of us are afraid that is what is going to happen to our river.
It looks to me very apparent that the desires of the community don't matter a whole lot,
after all it is less expensive to remove the dam than replace it.
I want to be among those who have presented their objections and hope these objections
are given consideration. I don't what the statistics are, but I do know for everyone who
presents an objection there are many others who feel the same way but don't write,
mostly because they feel their objections don't matter.
Thanks you,
Alice Dietrich
314-205 Eagle St. N.,
Cambridge, ON
N3H 1B9
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Scott and Ron,

I did enjoy the presentation that was given at the Riverside Park PIC. I agree completely
with the preliminary recommendation that the dam should be removed and the river
naturalized. I am quite a bit surprised that in this day & age with environmentalism at the
forefront and all the rage that we are even looking at an option for replacing an
ornamental dam on a river. Quite frankly, it boggles the mind. Anyone that truly
considers themselves to be an environmentalist would never even consider this. If we
were looking at constructing a new ornamental dam in this location, the protests would
be large and loud. However, the only opposition shown at the meeting was for not
replacing an ornamental dam. Due to this, i have come to the realization that there are no
true environmentalists in this area, we only have people that are resistant to any change
and will wrap themselves in whatsoever flag necessary to stop the change. Hopefully,
you can get this EA competed and the river restored to a natural channel.

Regards,
Andrew Janes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I wish to make some comments about Riverside Dam Class Environmental Assessment
Public Information Centre No. 4.

Having been a resident all my life, which is the better of 70 some years, I wish to add my
name to the residents that want to keep our Riverside Park Dam. Please understand that
we are very proud of our park along with the lake and river as it now stands. This park
brings many fishermen and families to the area each and every year. On any given
weekday and weekend in the spring, summer and fall, many families come and enjoy
sitting by the river, having picnics, fishing and just relaxing. It is the heritage of our town.

The Dam needs to be replaced or rebuilt, but never taken away. If you naturalize it, you
loose it.

Thank you.
Kenneth Moyes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Mr. Scott,
I understand that there are many differing opinions about how to proceed with the dam at
Riverside Park and I would like to add my voice to the conversation. This is the present
situation as I understand it.
The pond is 90 to 100 meters wide.
The river above and below the dam is 30 meters wide.
The dam is 67 meters wide.

I would propose that we restore the dam to its original glory, using the sloughs to maintain
levels would be helpful (can they be computer operated?).
Narrow the pond from its present width to 70 meters maximum through its entirety to
increase water flow in summer. (Using the same interlocking blocks used on King Street
from Eagle to Dover would be attractive and functional). The bulk of the pond narrowing
could be taken from the Eagle Street side to allow more land for possible use behind the
Surplus Store.

I would be in favour of placing large stones in the water to cause the water to both swirl –
to remove sediment – and to aid cooling if the water is converted to droplets as in a water
cooling tower.

I know that the LRT is also a consideration for future development, and the reclaimed
land could be used as a rail bed if the approved route is going to be in this area.

Thank you for your time and your invitation to join the conversation.

Graham Jones
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I am letting you know that I would prefer to have Riverside Park dam replaced and rebuilt.
I feel it would spoil the appearance of the park to naturalize the site.
Regards,
Debbie Ballantyne
775 Riverside Dr.
Cambridge
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The problem with those meetings it’s always the same thing we need to keep the damn.
Thomas Keogh
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thanks for the update Scott. I understand it's a busy time and appreciate your ongoing
work.
I'm just looking for the Stakeholder minutes.

Ultimately, I want to see if there is a way we can keep the dam and mill pond (repair or
rebuild) that the City, developers and LRT can live with. So much of Preston is being
sacrificed for these 3; surely, they can compromise a little for the good of constituents and
community.

Looking forward to hearing more about what we can do to move forward as a community.

Christine Rier
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A Compromise Solution:

Remove old dam
Dredge to suitable depth
Construct a new dam, but LOWER by 12 to 18 inches
Incorporate a power generation unit and a fish ladder

Benefits:
Less flood plain
Easier and cheaper to incorporate power generation when building new rather than
retrofitting

The dam becomes “ UTILE “
Less impact on current ecosystem
Modest reclaimed riverbank
The “ ION “ could than feasibly bypass Eagle St. by using the old rail bed due to the
lower flood plain

Regards
Harold Miller
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thank you for taking the time to read my comments on the Riverside Dam project. I
would like to have the opportunity to have further conversations with you on this topic.

My contact information is:
Joyce Chapman
519.621.7648

I understand how important Riverside Park is to our city. It has been the gateway for
millions to come a play, fish and enjoy the vista. That will not change if the Speed River
is naturalized as strongly recommended by the consulting firm. Allowing the river to flow
will ensure that natural environment will flourish for generations to come.
The further opportunities that could be developed are endless, when the park is not
flooded and closed for many weeks in the spring due to the dam. Bike/pedestrian paths
separate from the roadway, board walks over the wetlands, nature centres, educational
sign boards that local schools could use, etc.
I believe in the future and leaving the environment place better for my Grandchildren and
their Grandchildren. The decision should be made on science based facts presented by
the engineering firm along with the cost of rebuilding the dam, not on nostalgia or on ‘how
it looks’ or vote getting by our elected officials.
Joyce

City of Cambridge Strategic Plan
Environment and Rivers Goal 4:
Be good stewards of the rivers, waterways and natural environment that this community
enjoys. Objectives:
4.1 Ensure that sustainability principles are a part of city decision- making processes.
·
A Naturalized River is sustainable
·
Rebuild Dam, public infrastructure which needs to be maintained in perpetuity by
City

4.2 Encourage innovative approaches to address environmental challenges.
Naturalize River
·
Natural process reinstated
·
Aligns with objectives of GRCA
Fisheries Management Plan and
Provincial Endangered Species Act
·
Improved water quality
·
Lower downstream temperature
·
Natural aeration
·
Significant opportunity for
riparian zone rehabilitation

Rebuild Dam
·
Dam blocks natural sediment
movement flow
·
Fish passage impaired
·
Wavy Ray Lamp Mussel
negatively affected
·
Lower water quality in headpond
·
Higher temperature

4.3 Work with other partners to educate the public and help make changes to improve
and protect our natural heritage features.
·
Removes barrier to movement
·
Preferred by white water
enthusiasts
·
Restores fishing to a more
diverse and natural population

·
Creates a barrier to movement
·
Provides an area for flatwater
boating
·
Reduces diversity and numbers
and prevents seasonal migration

4.4 Manage city resources in a responsible and sustainable manner, considering future
needs for resiliency and community adaptation.
·

$5.1 million

·

$8.5 Million

Cambridge Times April 5, 2017
“Every major river city in the world has pedestrian bridges. This is part of what we must
do in terms of emphasizing the kind of community we are and what we believe in,” said
Mayor Doug Craig, ahead of the recorded 8-1 vote during Tuesday’s (April 4) special
council meeting.
“We believe in public access. We believe in our rivers. We believe in the … amplification
of all the very best of what this city can be.”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dan Waswik sent email with the comment form attached.
Comments:
Basic mistrust of naturalization process. Concerned about loss of habitat for geese, ducks
and water life.
Infill of existing pond area which will occur concerns over appearance and maintenance of
created wetland areas.
Dan Waswik
301 – 100 Eagle St N
Cambridge
N3H 5T8
519-277-1028
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Riverside Dam Class
Environmental Assessment. I am in support of the City staff preliminary preferred
alternative of ‘Naturalize Speed River (remove dam) as presented at the PIC on
Wednesday November 29th, 2017. Some of these reasons are outlined below:







The dam has no purpose as it does not provide any flood attenuation.
The removal of the dam will reduce the amount of flood in Riverside Park
especially during the spring season – it will allow for Riverside Park to be usable
earlier in the season.
Naturalization of the river bank and allowing the river to flow will provide better
habitat and water quality for aquatic species.
The removal of the dam will allow the Speed River to return to its natural state as a
river.
Key regulatory agencies including the MNRF, GRCA, and the Region are all in
favour of the Naturalize Speed River alternative.

The other key consideration is the financial implications associated with the Rebuild
Alternative. The life cycle cost difference of approximately 3.4 million between the two
options is significant and should not be ignored. Also, it does not make sense to
construct, operate, and maintain another piece of infrastructure (that has no purpose)
when the City is unable to meet the current demand of its’s existing infrastructure. The
assessment provided by the consultants is logical, based on science and provided a
balance assessment including consideration of public input. The preliminary preferred
alternative also aligns with the City’s Strategic Plan which states the City of Cambridge
needs to ensure that sustainability principles are part of city decision making processes –
a naturalized river is sustainable.
There has been a lot of concern raised that the removal of the dam will change the feel of
Riverside Park but I am of the belief that Naturalizing will only provide the City for
opportunities to enhance the park. A Naturalize River provides many opportunities for
enhancement including such things as boardwalks, educational opportunities, improved
access to the river, and improvements to the parks such as trails.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to provide my comments and hopefully provide
support to the City’s preliminary preferred alternative. Can you please add me to the
contact list for the Class Environmental Assessment and notify of any additional
information public consultation activities?
Sincerely,
Heather Dearlove
hdearlove@gmail.com
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Good afternoon,
I would like to submit comments to be included as part of the Riverside Dam Class
Environmental Assessment Public Information Centre No.4 from November 29 2017.
I live in Cambridge, although not in Preston. I work for a regional organization. I spend
my time throughout the city - utilizing all that Cambridge has to offer - all of our parks,
trails, waterways. I live work and play throughout the city as a whole.
I was at the Public Information Centre that evening, and was impressed with the
information presented, the manner in which the information was presented, and the clear,
concise and definitive details provided. I was equally impressed with the presentation –
thank you for walking through the history of the dam, the history of the project and setting
the fact based determinations within the larger context of the park, the river and the
manufacturing heritage of the area.
There appears to be no question that the right solution is to naturalize the river. In fact,
let me word that a little stronger – the only solution to the problem of the failing dam is to
naturalize the river.
The professionals that have examined the problem – both within the City of Cambridge,
and from Amec Foster Wheeler – have examined the problem from every angle, using
every professional lens, utilizing their years of experience, scientific knowledge and
expertise. They have determined that naturalizing the river is the solution to the failing
dam. This is why professionals are hired – they can examine all aspects of the problem,
the understand the systems (natural systems, political systems, and regulatory bodies),
and they can look towards the future with a clear vision towards what is best for our
planet.
I acknowledge the effort that was put into gathering an understanding of the emotional
reactions to the dam and the resulting millpond. I acknowledge the effort put into
explaining how the park vista would change, explaining how it will look when naturalized –
and explaining how this will be good for the park, the view, and will still (and probably
more completely) honour our manufacturing heritage.
This is a simple decision. On all scientific, fact based, logic based factors naturalizing the
river is the solution.
This is a simple decision. Using only an economic factor naturalizing the river is the
solution.
Thank you for making that so clear.
This is also a simple decision when you overlap the science based, fact based, logic
based factors you provided at the PIC with the established and approved Strategic Plan
for the City of Cambridge.

The Strategic Plan states that the City of Cambridge needs to ensure that sustainability
principles are part of city decision making processes (4.1 within Goal 4 of the Strategic
Plan). A naturalized rives is sustainable. A rebuilt dam is part of the public infrastructure
which will need to be maintained in perpetuity by the City.
The Strategic Plan encourages innovative approaches to address environmental
challenges (4.2 within Goal 4 of the Strategic Plan). Naturalizing the river is an innovative
environmental approach. We are no longer trying to dictate where the water will flow – a
natural flow will be reinstated. Naturalizing the river meets all environmental objectives
and legislation (the GRCA, Provincial Endangered Species Act etc). Flooding would be
reduced, the water quality would improve, sediment would not accumulate, fish and other
aquatic life would be better off, as would any number of land based creatures.
We could showcase our natural heritage by removing the barrier to the river, through
boardwalks, and outdoor classrooms – which is another element within our Strategic Plan
(4.3 within Goal 4 of the Strategic Plan).
Finally, the City of Cambridge within the Strategic Plan (4.4 within Goal 4) and by virtue of
being a recipient of tax dollars -has a responsibility to manage city resources in a
responsible and sustainable manner – considering future needs for resiliency and
community adaptation. Naturalizing the river is estimated to cost the City of Cambridge
$5.1 million. Rebuilding the dam is estimated to cost $8.5 million dollars. If science, and
doing the right thing on all environment standards doesn’t matter to some - then the
simple math should.
Cambridge is a city that has been shaped by our rivers. Rivers flow, rivers change, what
we know about rivers has evolved. This problem – the dam is failing – is a fact based
problem which requires an expert, professional, fact based solution. The reasoned
solution is also the most economical solution. The river will still be there to meet our
emotional needs and will be a healthy legacy for our children to enjoy and become
nostalgic about in their time.
I hope these comments – however electronically – help. Not everyone in attendance on
November 29 2017 wanted to rebuild the dam.
If you have any questions or concerns I can be reached at kdearlove@hotmail.com or
519.222.3546.
Thank you.
Kristine Dearlove
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Attached please find my comments for the Riverside Dam Class EA, Public Information
Centre #4
Carol Thorman
374 Rose St., Cambridge, ON N3H 5B9
Attached Comments:
Comment Form
Riverside Dam
Class Environmental Asessment
Public Information Centre No. 4
Mr. Scott MacDonald, P. Eng.

Mr. Ron Scheckenberger, M Eng., P Eng

Project Engineer

Project Manager

City of Cambridge

Amec Foster Wheeler

macdonaldscott@cambridge.ca

ron.scheckenberger@amecfw.com

Comments:
Rebuilding the dam has been the option most preferred by the majority of the public that
has been involved in the process since first learning that plans were being made to
naturalize the river. Despite being told (erroneously) at the second public meeting that
rebuilding/repairing the dam would be prohibited, they have remained steadfast and vocal
that their preferred option remains rebuilding.

The stakeholder groups evaluated the options presented, which included tourism and the
effects to the local economy, and scored rebuilding as the preferred option. Not nearly
enough emphasis was put on the benefits of rebuilding, versus naturalization from a
heritage, economic, and recreation point of view and to remove that option when it was
part of the evaluation process is unfair. No groups were representative of the people who
enjoy the type of fish currently caught in the head pond, nor those who enjoy still water
boating.

No information was presented to justify the proposed costs for upkeep including silt
management and more than 100 years of existence, costs to date have been minimal.
Even factoring in more stringent current regulations, the projected costs seem high.

Also not factored in were possible improvements in design that would help with fish
migrating upstream, harm to the present habitat that has been "natural" to the flora and
fauna there now for over a hundred years. Who decides which species is more important
and how did humans not count? No discussion was had regarding the fact that dams
could also impede the progression of invasive species that are already present in the
Great Lakes from infiltrating the river.

At every opportunity, the public has been adamant about their wish to rebuild the dam.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Brad Hamilton sent email with the comment form attached.
Comments:
I stongly support the preliminary preferred solution to remove the dam and naturalize the
river. This solution will reduce flooding, minimize public risk/liability and significantly
improve the natural terrestrial/aquatic environment. This solution also has significantly
lower capital, operating and future maintenance costs and as such is the most
sustainable solution. Given the debt financing proposed, this solution will minimize impact
on current and future taxpayers within the City. I certainly don’t consider the dam/pond to
be an entrance feature to the City or heritage assests worthy of restoration that benefit
the entire community.
Brad Hamilton
226 Glenvalley Drive
Cambridge, ON
N1T 1R3
519-622-0088
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

December 2, 2017 e-mail from Christine Rier with questions arising from the PIC.
Thank you James, and for your work at the recent PIC. I noticed the edits to the
presentation and appreciate that you're working to include more information on the City
web site.
Stakeholder group - please send me the minutes or post them on the web site - thank
you.
MHAC role - yes, Laura did reply, but omitted any information regarding MHAC's input at
the Stakeholder group and did not provide any minutes. I will follow up further with her
too.
Mitigation - I'm concerned that the presentation presents very specific mitigation
measures when I'm not aware of any facilities or resources currently available to support
such measures. I'm not aware of any previous inclusion of architectural artifacts in City
projects. Let me know if this has changed, because that would be exciting news.
Ownership and Maintenance - if earlier ownership was attributed to P&H Milling, why did
the City assume ownership status in this project? And why does P&H Milling continue to
have stakeholder status i.e. a say, and yet no apparent responsibility? I appreciate that
the City is monitoring the ongoing deterioration of the dam. What program of maintenance
is currently being done to prevent further deterioration?
Mill Race - I still don't understand how the Mill Race was removed without MHAC
consultation when the Dam is listed and the Mill is designated. And given the GRCA's
responsibility for the Grand Strategy, wouldn't some consideration of the Mill Race's
cultural heritage value have been appropriate?
Repair and Tourism - I listened carefully at the PIC to the explanations offered re: removal
of Repair and Tourism. Repair is based on costs, which include long-term maintenance
cost projections for which no relevant data was presented. Tourism was removed
because there wasn't enough clarity/consensus? And yet, it provided enough clarity to
change the outcome of the exercise, ranking 'rebuild' first. This simply doesn't make
sense. Surely, given the City's concern for economic development, of which Tourism
plays a role, and given the City's work on a future plan for Riverside Park, Tourism must
be factored in.
Culture and Heritage - Thank you for arranging the presence of a heritage consultant,
although the project heritage consultant was not available. Similarly, there was only a
brief reference to the Cultural Heritage Plan for the Park - how does naturalization impact
this or is it on hold? And there was no reference in your reply or in the presentation of
how this project integrates with proposed LRT and nearby development - please
elaborate.

Naturalization - the presentation presented Naturalization outcomes as definitive and yet I
understand that no detailed studies will be undertaken e.g. sediment, until a preferred
option has been confirmed, meaning we simply don't have the data to say with absolute
certainty what naturalization will look like. And as naturalization projects in Galt and
Hespeler have shown, what is presented can be very different from actual outcomes.
What would the City do differently on this project to avoid the unfortunate outcomes of the
previous naturalization projects?
Finally, I appreciated you being open to residents submitting comments after December
11. As you are probably aware, Preston residents are being asked to participate in
multiple meetings for LRT, the Dam and the East Side Lands. This is an extraordinary
level of commitment within a very short timeframe and at a very busy time of year. I've
attended meetings for all three issues and it has been heartbreaking to see how upset
and stressed residents are at both the nature of the process and what's being
recommended in each case.
I remain hopeful that the City will take the opportunity on all three issues to not only
inform/update residents, but to work with them to create preferred options and zoning
plans that address the City's and Region's strategic development and transportation goals
AND respect the heritage, environment, neighbourhood, and homes of Cambridge
families. Other communities successfully do this. Why can't we?
Thank you,
Christine
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

January 1, 2018 e-mail from Christine Rier with feedback and input on the material
presented at PIC#4.
Happy New Year, James,
Thank you for your email of Dec. 21 in response to mine of Dec. 2. I was awaiting your
reply before providing my feedback to the most recent PIC, included herein, and received
your reply just before the Holidays.
I think it is worth noting that the PIC regarding the Dam is one of FOUR public meetings
hosted in the final weeks of 2017 regarding development issues effecting Preston – LRT,
East Side Lands 1, East Side Lands 2, and the Dam. Each has had deadlines for public
comment. I suggest that such a schedule, particularly at this time of year, is arduous for
the general public and therefore not in the best interest of the most fruitful public
engagement. I hope that in the future the City and Region will give consideration to more
coordination to ensure more reasonable public engagement timelines.
Feedback to your notes and attachments:
I note the establishment of the Stakeholder Advisory Committee by invitation only and the
related confidentiality agreement.
The minutes (June 2016) show that the Planner – Heritage indicated an “HIA will be
required if the proposed work is to impact the Preston Dam”. Has or will an HIA be done?
In the absence of such an HIA, the role of MHAC, as now clarified, has been to participate
on the SAC, but only providing comments, with any 'opinions' given being regarded as
'personal'. I'm not sure how you separate 'comments' from 'opinions', particularly when
The purpose of the MHAC is to advise Council on the conservation of cultural heritage
resources in the community and to guide the City of Cambridge in the conservation of its
cultural heritage through planning, education, and stewardship.
It's important to have MHAC involved throughout and in future, clarity at the outset will
provide more support for their role. Similarly, MHAC might benefit from more detailed
updates on the activities and opinions of members participating on consultative bodies
such as SAC. When I attended the November MHAC meeting, only brief mention of a
SAC meeting was made with no update given regarding the opinions or comments made
at that meeting by MHAC members.
I have shared with the Planner-Heritage the suggestion of a Architectural Salvage
Program, such as they have in Aurora, that will provide the City, property owners, and
consultants with more clear and viable mitigation options, thus avoiding the unfortunate

experience with Cherry House, where no architectural elements were salvaged by or
donated to the City for adaptive reuse in future public projects.
It's unfortunate that attention was not paid to ownership sooner. I hope that in future the
City is more proactive in tracking ownership of listed heritage structures and, as much as
possible, enforcing property standards to avoid any risk of demolition by dereliction.
I appreciate the City's willingness to take ownership of the project, its willingness to work
on 'the transfer of the ownership of the dam', and its continued inspections. I hope this
also includes any ongoing necessary maintenance to avoid the 'imminent failure after
2013' predicted by the initial engineering report.
While the City was not an approving agency for the mill race, it did reverse its stated
intention to designate Cherry House and approved the demolition of the house. P & H
Milling supported demolition of Cherry House as part of its plans to fill in the mill race and
enlarge its parking area.
I also believe that the mill race, like Cherry House (and the mill, Riverside Park, and the
waterway), is part of a Cultural Heritage Landscape in this area, and would like the City to
consider this as part of its plan for Riverside park.
The explanation regarding the removal of tourism as a criteria remains problematic for me
because a) this is not detailed in the minutes, b) it was removed only after the results
were produced, and c) does not follow logic e.g. one can argue that there are many
elements at the park that people do not come to see specifically and yet which contribute
to the tourism value of the park. In this instance, tourists come to use the mill pond, which
would not be there without the dam. I believe that Tourism is an important criteria and
would like to see it included.
I agree there is a lot of detailed work to be completed. What we do know at this point is
the previous two naturalization projects undertaken in Cambridge have not had the
desired outcomes for residents and do not look as they were intended. We also know (as
acknowledged at the meeting in June, 2016) that the public does not support
naturalization. Meanwhile, by virtue of the existing dam, we do have a much better
knowledge of the outcomes of the continued presence of a dam, repaired or rebuilt.
George Elliot noted in the initial SAC (2012), 'LRT has potentially identified use of rail in
this area.' I agree this is noteworthy; it is important that the public be aware of how your
project relates to any surrounding development plans, be those of P&H Milling, the LRT,
Preston Springs, etc. People should know what the larger vision is for their community so
they can better appreciate the context of the consultation and the issue before them.

Input:
If we have missed the opportunity to preserve/repair the dam, then it is still worth
rebuilding for its significant cultural heritage value to the park and community. To quote
Valerie Spring's opinion recorded in 2012 regarding this project, “The City cannot keep on
losing heritage systems of value”.
Until we have compelling evidence regarding outcomes and appearance, I do not support
naturalization.
Thank you for your ongoing work in this matter. I appreciate the opportunity to comment
and look forward to the project final report.
Regards,
Christine

